
Deel !: The Final ChessCard 

   

 

The Final ChessCard by TASC was released in 1989 for the Commodore 64/128 and 
PC. The C64/C128 version plugs into the Expansion(cartridge) slot and the PC 
version comes with an ISA Card. 

The ChessCard forms a stand-alone computer with 32K of ROM, 8K of RAM and an 
extra CPU running at 5 Mhz. Program software was delivered on disk for the PC and 
the C64 software is loaded from an additional 32K ROM on the C64/128 cartridge. 

http://www.spacious-mind.com/html/the_final_chess_card_for_commo.html: 

The Final ChessCard created by TASC B. V. and written by Mark Derksen came out 

in 1989 as an ISA Card for PC’s and as a Cartridge for the Commodore 64/128, 

which could be inserted into the Commodore’s Cartridge Slot. 

The software and hardware used to play the game all resided on the Card, which 

allowed it to load instantly upon switching on your Commodore 64. This also made 

the program stronger then all the chess software available for a Commodore 64/128 
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since these were limited to the speed of the Computer of 0.985 MHz for a PAL 

(Europe) version and 1.022 MHz for a NTSC (U. S. A.) version. 

The Final ChessCard ran at 5 MHz making the CPU 5 times as fast as a normal 

Commodore 64/128. 

The Game Software is graphically represented on a TV or a Monitor attached to the 

Commodore 64/128. The game is loaded with features and game settings and also 

has a good Opening Book. You could even create your own custom Opening Books 

and load them into the game. 

The strong chess program as well as the great graphical chess interface made The 

Final ChessCard easily the best chess game available for a Commodore 64/128. 

Because The Final ChessCard runs independently, and does not use a Computer’s 

Processor, it is classified as a Dedicated Chess Computer. Purists however will often 

debate this since The Final ChessCard does not use its own dedicated electronic 

chess board and relies on a graphical chess board interface from your Commodore 

64/128. 

 https://www.chessprogramming.org/The_Final_Chesscard: 

The Final ChessCard, 

 

A chess playing entity by TASC, developed by Marc Derksen, and forerunner of the 

famous ChessMachine. As independent chess computer it ran at 5 MHz on a 65C02 

processor with 64 Kb ROM and RAM each, inside an expansion-cartridge of a host 

home- or personal computer, as already realized in 1986 with the The Final Cartridge 

III by Riska B.V. with Wil Sparreboom and Marc Derksen involved. The Final 

Chesscard, first released in 1989 for Commodore 64 and Commodore 128 home 

computers, was also available as pluggable ISA card for the IBM PC. Rather than a 

dedicated board, it used a for that time sophisticated GUI with 2D Graphics Board of 

its host. 
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Deel 2: The Chess Machine 

http://rebel13.nl/dedicated/chessmachine.html 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChessMachine 

The ChessMachine was a chess computer sold between 1991 and 1995 by TASC 

(The Advanced Software Company). It was unique at the time for incorporating both 

an ARM2 coprocessor for the chess engine on an ISA card which plugged into an 

IBM PC and a software interface running on the PC to display a chess board and 

control the engine. The ISA card was sold with a CPU running at either 16 MHz or 32 

MHz, and 128 KB, 512 KB, or 1 MB of onboard memory for transposition tables. This 

made economic sense at the time of introduction because mainstream PCs were only 

running from 10 MHz to 25 MHz. Two engines were sold with the card: The King by 

Johann de Koning and Gideon by Ed Schröder. Gideon was famed for winning two 

World Computer Chess Championships on this hardware. The King later became the 

engine used in the popular Chessmaster series of chess programs. 
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